Jan. 20-24: No Name-Calling Week

Honor Code (L2): Leadership
What are ways I can prevent bullying from being the norm?

April 12: National Teach Your Children to Save Day

FutureSmart (L6): Your Financial Future
What are the different expenses and spending choices that I’ll face as an adult?

April 30: National Honesty Day

Character Playbook (L6): Making Decisions
What are my personal and moral standards?

Mental Wellness Basics (L2): Understanding Mental Health Disorders
How does my brain control the choices I make?
National Physical Fitness and Sports Month
How do my body systems interact when I exercise?

Endeavor (L5): My Field Guide
How do my STEM interests give me a glimpse into what I might do in the future?

June 7-13: National Business Etiquette Week

Character Playbook (L3): Communicating Effectively
How do non-verbal cues and active listening affect communication?

Visit everfi.com/login to explore these resources and create your classes.